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Элективный лагранжиан и низкотемпературные свойства 2D
ферми-систем е притяжением между частицами

•Исходя из микроскопического модельного гамильтониана для системы
ферми-частиц с притяжением,получен эффективный лагранжиан, допус-
кающий 'анализ ее сверхпроводящих свойств при любых концентрациях
^ермионов. Точное решение уравнений для щели и химпотенциала
позволяет проследить переход от режима локальных пар и сверхте-
кучести и купероескому спариванию. Показано, что критическим па-
раметром, различающие области экзотического и нормального сверх-
проводящих поведений, является величина энергии связи фермионов
в пары, которая, однако, быстро исчезает с ростом числа носите-
лей. Проанализировано поведение характеристик системы ДЛИ случая
конечных температур-.

E.V.Gorbar, Y.P.Guaynin, V.M.Loktev

Pairing and Low Temperature Properties of 2D Fermi-Systema

With Attraction Between Partiolea

Proceeding from mioroeoopio wodel Harailto;;ian for the system of

Formi-partielea with, attraction the effective lagrangian, admit-

ting i;he analysis .of its superconducting properties at arbitrary

fermion oonceatration, it- obtaitied. Exact aolution for gap and

chemical potential makes it possible to trace from local pair

situation tc Cooper pairing. The crucial parameter discriminating

between the regions of exotic and normal superconducting beha-

viour ia ahown to be that of the energy of the bound fermion

stabe, which, however, rapidly disappears with fenr.ion density

increasing. The solution of the equations for the case of finite

temperatures are analysed.
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I INTRODUCTION

Лп adequate description of high-temperature superconducting

(HTSC) metal-oxides remaina so far one of the curioua problems

in modern solid atate physics. The difficulty, in addition, im-

plies that the corresponding theory cannot be developed in so-

called general forra and it ia necessary to take directly into ac-

oount either of "individual" peculiarities of HT3C cupratea such

ae the complexity of their crystal structure resulted in quaai-

2D character of electron (and nagnetic) properties «f these crys-

tals.

The above specificity of crystal and electron meiul-oj.idза

structure is attractable for the researchers since, a? it is well

known [i], in the systems of lower dimension the tendency in par-

ticles to bound state formation (pairing) ia manifest more vivid-

ly than in 3D ones. In particular, before the HTSCs wore discove-

red Miyake [г] (see also [з.4_/) has shown that a superconducting

gap in 2D Fermi-gas whose particles are attracted is caused main-

ly by the existence and parameters of the two-particle bound sta-

te and pointed out the possibility of the chance in the supercon-

ducting phase properties when its density of particles increases

(or decreases). And even earlier Leggett [5] v/ho considered in

detail the general problems of the theory based on the idea of

Schafrpth "electron moleculoa" [б] analiaed the problem of the

superconductivity of 3D systems aaeuming possible existence in

them of stable bound fermion otatea (local pairs) by the example

of He
3
, the similar was done by Eagle for SrTiO, [7j.

After the discovery of HTSCa the theory of superconductivity

haa beon given a new impetus and some modern approaches use the

above-mentioned (to more or lena extent substantiated) assumption

that there exist the bound states in HTSC oxides higher and lower

the auperoonding transition temperature T ^8-12J. This as-

oumption ооея not contradict both to certain experimental data fi4,

15jaad to their analysis^S Land makes it possible to describe so-

me obonrvcble facts (for inntsnee, the linear behaviour of elect-

rioal ros.'.atanco vei'sua temperature in HTiJC ayatems \_'П]^*

i-iol (joinrj into details of the above-mentioned papers we note

that the exjnfccnce of the bound atatea oan chance appreciably the

il ратг.лЪага o£ tho oyutem and noodaits specifio description
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expecially whan these states are stable. If then the low-enargy

part of the spectrum which corresponds to the lattei-э la aeant

the problem to derive consecutively the effective Lagrangisn

proceeding from the fundtsmentul one with all actual interaotiona*-'

becomes the central one. For instance, ouch effective potential

in the phenomenological theory oi superconductivity is represented

by Ginaburs-landau potential that describes only bound,or "super-

conducting
1
^ particles.

Below we consider how to derive the effective Lagrangian

proceeding from a siiaplest taodel for 2I> system of Ferrai-particies

with attraction. Studying the ch&racteriatica of the bound states

and properties of oxldea depending on density of particles (car-

riers) will then be our main purpose. To our mind, the presence

of this dependence of HTSC properties on density n. is one of

the important results of a 2D character of the corresponding com-

pounds. Another aspect of the problem under consideration consists

in the analysis of the observable characteristics of "exotic" su-

perconductors (including HTSCs) to which, as it is stated in [i8],

the small value of the ii/m ratio ia inherent (m is the effec-

tive fermion mass). Thia corresponds (see further) to the small

value of Fermi-energy of 2D metal as oompared to that of the two-

particle bound state. Besides that, we make here an attempt to

calculate the temperature behaviour of superconducting parameters

cf the system.

1. MODEL

A threaholdless bound state formation in 2D [ ij and, practi-

cally, thraaholdleas one fi9j in quasi-21) systems, is interesting

independent of the depth and form of the attractive potential,

from the view-point of various mechanisms that ensure the attrao-

tion. And as a rule, the most difficult physical question is that

one concerning the source of the Interaction of necessary sign

which produces local pairing in the real epaoe. Several such

mechanisms (discussed in Ref.[4]) were suggested for HTSC systems,

If, on the contrary, both the bound and dissociative (decaying)
states of particles coexist dynamically in the system the des-
cription of the latter is more complicated and both "oomponenta"
must be taken into account (see, e.g.* [11,12]).
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among whioh more advantageous опьн are; "chemical mechanism" J1OJ,

assuming *LiJEi££^ *^e в п в г
КУ gain from the preaenoe of two oxygen

holea on one site*, the idea on specificity of the conditions for

the interaction between oarriere and tone (O~ belonca, in parti-

cular, to the latter) with almoat occupied external elootron

shell [20] j and, also, bipolarons of varioufl nat;ura [2?,22,4].

As for the first two situations wiiere the attraotion is en-

sured by purely electron reasons, in the formal language

they are reduced to iiubbard model with negative value U of an

on-eito two-purtiole interaction what, strictly speaking, ia not

oonfirmed for the real HTSC compounds where the parameter U, ie

positive not only for oopper but also for oxygon [23]. It is not

easy to acoept completely a bipolaron picture of W"HG since, ш

it is known, the possibility of their (bipolarons) formation un-

dar the conditions of finite density oi the bare carriers was not

yet anelised.

On the other hand, it was ahown in Refe. [24,25] that strong

enough static attractive potential between the neighbouring p-

oarriera with total spin 5= 0 appears in СиО„ planes of metal-

oxidea if the holes form the neutral oxygen (the similar looal

attraction may also be ^eneratod due to tho interaotion with lat-

tice weakly dispersed quadrupole vibrations [26,22]). Thus, the

possibility for the appearance of ahort-range attraction between

the carriers in HTSC cuprates can bu recarded as rather well

grounded. Hence, being interested only in qualitative picture, we

assume that metal has a aouroe of fr.ju carriers looal attraction.

A simplest model Hamiltonlan H of the electron (hole) system in

the field representation oen be writ ton (see |?7j) as

н -\MX- № } l )

where 31 is the Hamiltonlan density depending on 3t = ? t at t

given in 2D space, +*, (.*), Ч̂ < С*-) ere the Fermi-field operators

in Schrodinger representation; m is the effective carrier mass

determined abovej /и is chemical potential of carriers; a la

the effective attraction constant. ?he elimination is supposed to

be performed over twice repeated indices ^ f ^ t,l in )2q.(1.1)
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end i t i s not Ъ - i .

Density of the Tjacrencian I аязос!аЬе<1 with Ж пап а
standard form

Based on J2q.(1.2) we consider a oucoosaiva derivation of equation*}

for the aupsroonduoting дир й , chemical potential f and of-

fectivo Lagrantlian of 2D metal. Uoin/j them wo show the energy

advantage of superconducting phase (or the phaoo with lowered

eymmetry) formation. It io clear fror.i the analysis of the behavi-

our of bound, state onergy versuo the fennion density that auch

states can be formed ao stable onoa only at n low enough. They

become decoying (or daaping v;lien П- exceeda como value; the c&P

does not exhibit then any peculiarities. This points out,in ita

turn, that 2D system can experience the change in condenoate

character depending он гь [_2,3,28] v/horoas the aiiuilar croaaovar

is much more difficult to be observed for $D ayateu where the con-

ditions for the bound ntate formation are much more ri^oroua.

2. KFF.HCT"T3 ЛСТ1ОИ

Using Eq3.(L1) and (1.2) v/e vwito X ua

and notice that giving the interaction term (unlike the ВОЗ theo-

ry) in the real apaoe makes it posniblo to apply Ilubbard-Stratoto-

novich tranaformation for derivation of tho affective Loî 'ariyimi

\29• 30j - The latter hua Ъеэп first employed by (iroaa and Nov.au

for th« field theory [3i]. to this end we rewrite Kq.(Й.I) in

Narabu variables [32] which unite tha fields 4"
t
 and H'| in tho

vector-oolumn

The expreesion (2.1) <;ota tranofon.ied in thooe variables a;.i

whore I ia the un!.t natrb:, and Т. агч tho Pauii опоя. 'Xbo

).a «qti.i >.п>.-лI, to tho following one:
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If v/e substitute the expression <P =-jV j/fy^J/2 ] Y obtained

from the equation of mot.ion Т>2/эЗ>* = О into Eq.(2.3) we easily

get convinced in that mentioned above. However, the scalar comp-

lex field Ф = <P(x) introduced in this way makes it possible

not only to avoid the four-fermion interaction in Eq.(2.2), but

also to make up a theory in terms of the condensate wave function

(ideed, tha -vacuum average 4.0 I ф \ОУ from auxiliary field

<p =2У*[(Г
1 +

 1Г
г
)/2 ]Y = jffff is the order parameter whose

determination is purposed by the theory). If the four-ferciion in-

teraction in (1.1) (aa well as in (2.1) and (2.2)) was nonlocal

the auxiliary field method exploited here was, in principle, ap-

plicable for the above case, however, the corresponding field and

the relevant order parameter also become nonlocal.

Further derivation of the effective Legrangian requires to

calculate the action S = (eOi ct whioh, at T = O , is determined

in the functional integration formalism through the matrix ele-

ments of the evolution operator

(/V is here the operator of the number of particles),3 being
determined by (2.3). Having integrated the last expression over
the fielda "Y and V

+
 and represented the result of integra-

tion as

<a( e l$> = \Ъ9ЪФ е ,
 (2

.
5
)

we oan find the effective aotion S(V
 t
<9) and, henoe, the desi-

red effective Lagrangian 3. ($*,$) analogous so Ginaburg-Landau

potential.

The integral in tho definition (2.4) in Oauss one in the

fields У and Y and can be calculated (see Appendix A) expli-

citly, ha a result, tho unknown effective action is written in

the form
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where

and the operations Тг and Ln- are understood in the func-

tional aenae (i.e. T'c A = [Atlxiti.* \A l*> being the usual

trace for the matrix). It is seen fi-om Eq.(2.7) that the aeoond

term in Eq.(2.6) is independent of the auxiliary field value and

represents the constant, the definition S (Ф*
г
 Ф) is convient

to be supplemented virtth,so that Sf Ф* = ф -О) "О ; neither of

physical results being then independent of the choice of this nor-

malization.

In the general case the exact calculation of (2.6) ia impos-

sible for <P dependent on x Thus, we assume the gradients

of this field to be small, in other words, we'll assume the cont-

ribution to the total energy coming from the gradient terms to be

small as compared with the energy of homogeneous [tyi ^"comi )

state. Then the following expansion

is valid for (2.6) where Ц,(Ф*,Ф) is the effective potential

containing no space (and time) auxiliary field derivatives (then,

what is important, assuming the latter to be not small), and the

kinetic part Тн
л
(Ф*,Ф) ia the expansion in 7? and 7 p *

As it follows from (2.8) the equation tor U(f>".9j can be

obtained simply enough if we assume the configuration of the field

Ф to be stationary and homogeneous (i.e. as mentioned indepen-

dent of t and г ). Then the trace of natural logarithm 7VZ/t

from the differential operators (J"
i
 and (т~

1
 in (2.6) ia easi-

ly calculated if we substitute the total sets jludk'[k,u)><u.£I =/

(Appendix B ) , since we then manage to get out the differential

operators under the logarithm operation (in essence, this corres-

ponds to the transition from the space-time representation to the

momentum-frequency one). Ae a result one gets that

2.9)
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whero exp (-iitoZi) for S - О ia nocesuary in Mambu forma-

lism to determino correctly tho propagator (or to round correctly

ojnaulnritie" and contourn aloahhi when Integra tiny in ^ by

the reuidue theory [ЗЗ]), it and (*\, donate the standard matrix

operation.*!. Tokln,™ into account that v/hon u> -» «>o the

in (2.9) i« proporfciouol to со , one integrates it by parts; it

is then оаяу to net that
1
*'

/- f б ̂. <
:
) - *. (ч ̂  J ,

(2.10)

whore (ср. (2.7))

.,
 T
 (2.11)

Green function of tbo ayatGM, anc\r aa above, <r (<o#t) =

0
r

n,'̂  t h e o x p l i ' . ; i t fo jw o i d r i r o n finji: I. i on.'; ( a e o „ 4 3 . ( 2 . 7 ) ,

( 2 . 1 1 ) ) , one сан i n t o ^ r n t o Kq. (;.'. 10), and tin a r a a u l t , obta in

Hence, introduoiu^ a new vurinblo i * к
г
/2г» we find, ultimate-

ly, the desired potential

1 (2.12)

' ' I n v i r t u e of L a g r a n o i a n ( 2 . 3 ) i.ivai'i.iiiiiic v u l a t i v o t o pliaae t r a n -
f t i f t l U()s f o r m a t i o n s of t l ie a r o u p U(1) :

(6 is 2-eal) the potential U(V\<P) i : ma out to be dependent
only on the invariant product f'* 4-
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where the value V/= tB /2.rs> responds to the conduction band
width of 2D metal, £ B is the boundary momentum.

We determine the value of й аз the energy parameter cor-

responding to possible appearance of a new - ordered, or with

lowered symmetry - phase. The equation for extremal

= 0 then, according to (2.12), gives
!<?>!*•» A

1

(2.13)

and the condition "*ЩФ ,9) ftp j ,
 t
*-n. determining the number

(density) of particles ia the system has the explicit form

W - / ( W -fj*4a* + //,»
+ i
i e. 2* , (2.14)

where the connection i
f
 - nn./m between FGrmi-energy £F and

n. usual for 2D metals, is used. The equations (2.13) and
(2.14) make up a eelf-consiatent aystorn that determines the phy-
sioal magnitudes A and /* of 2D conductor as a function of
its parameters W and ff . Note that the eyeten obtained dif-
fers from that given in Ref.[з], in it3 explicit dependence of
the desired characteristics Д and j* oa W what, in princip-

le, can be important for the case of narrow bands.

It should be also noted that the necessity to utilize the

system of equations in order to find eelf-consistently Л and p

is known in the theory of superconductivity (see [33])> However,

the fermion density in real 30 metalt is, actually, unchanged so

that, as a rule, the equation for f* is trivialized up to the

equality M = г, and the value Л is only regarded as unknown

one. A principal importance of to» second equation for email den-

sities was earlier pointed out in the papers (7,5J where, however,

only 3D systems were studied.

3. ANALYSIS OF THE SOLUTIONS

A remarkable property of-the model (1.1) and the equations

(2.13) and (2.14) obtained for it proves to be the faot that the
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lattera (together with trivial Д - 0
#
 /**

 f
f ) hnve Uiu exact

nontrivial solution

д -
W- t

с
valid at all phyaicaiiy admissible valuer of ita parameter*». It

ia clear that thia solution is meaningful phyoicelly vihon <j > 0

only.Thia, aa it follows from aq.(1.1) and waa noted abovo,

corresponds to the attraction between fenniona.

The functions u(t
f
) and Л* (f

r
 ) arc shown in Fig.1, whore

Fig.1.

IW/2 ^W tc

A
the gap value attains ita maximum at (

F
=W/2. , here «,„,

- (Wfl) S^*
1
 (iv/f» ) . At the вате point the value м - w / 2 > 0 .

Symmetrical variation of the functiono Д f£f ) and p (£
г
 ) in

the region v//2 (t
f
 i W reflects the neceoaity to 30 over here

to the hole picture. It ia very important that thero is a region

of small £ f (or, what ia the aame, small donsitics) whez-e the

chemical potential of farmiona н < 0 , the aign geta changed

when Fermi-energy «
p
s ?

f
 - (w/?J [ i - Ц (2тт/$*)].

Tho expreaaiona obtained for Д and ]ч get transformed

formally into thoao given in ^3] (and alao [2,4p if one aayumoa

the conduction band width W to be large and introducea the bin-

ding energy f, ot two particles;

*l '-" 2 W f.xp(-b/fm). (3.2)

which ia calculated without account taken of many-particle effoota.

Ilevertholean, tho tv/o-particle ntato parauotera dotoriu.tne aome

oboervableH, although there may be no true bound, atato in tho

multipartiolo ayatei.i (зео bolow).

'?ho diraot use of (3.2) makeo it poaaiblo to ro-.u'it"? in thi.u
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limlt (W-оъ й •• О) the expreauion. (2.12), which aquires the

i«
t
i ~ 7p + W - r * • ) "

form

In ouch а соао tho Eqs.(2.13),(2.14) его strongly simplified;

Vheir solution in accordance with [2-4] (fleo alao [20])

can be of oomao iur.iodiatoljr obtainod from (3.1)s then Г » k,lA.

iloto that tho expression for /ч also exactly coincidea with

that Given in i(of. [12] for the Уй ciodel with coexistence of free

and bound forwionu.

Tho change in tho al^n of уч with increaainij к (see

O«1)) and,thuo, tho poaoibility to roulizo the огояа-ovor from

liose-coiidonaation to a auonai-io of superconducting tranaition

. aaaloyoua to BC3, wua already diaouauod in [3»5] where Boae-oon-

donsation was assumed to be always observed in the region of

amall n- (or the ro;;ion where h < О ). Whether it la ao or not

can be answered only if the formation of the phase with broken

symmetry (i.e., phaae with й*0 ) ia energetically advantageous.

Similar comparison of energies of botli (with A • 0 and Д Ф 0 )

phaaee can be e&ut.ly performed on the basis of l£q.(2.12) where

a kinetio part of the total La^ran^ian proportional to ЧФ and

V$* ia not uanifcut (same as in deriving the Kqa.(2.0) end

(2.14)). This iiunna, in Its turn, that the potential (2.12) and,

correspondingly, i)qo.(2.13),(2.14) and their solution (3.1) do

not assume tho field 'V to be small. Just this circumstance cau-

sed the functional dependence of U(
<
T*,f) versus Ф . As it is

clear, tho potential (2.У2) is eonentielly nonlinear and contains

nonlinear terms of arbitrary order. It is then very important for

the form and behaviour of U (f, Ф) to be dependent on fermion

density: if the latter is so small that y* ie negative, then

U
hence it follov-я that the field 9 in the region describee com-
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particles (fermionio pairs) which repulse one from another*

5,'hia corresponds directly to a possible Bose-condensation of such
» system. In the high-density region of bare fermions where f*
ia already positive

Ьэпсе it follows that even in the region of small Ф thia poter:.-

tie! does aot undergo expansion.

The last expressions (3.5) and (3*6) can be easily reduoed

if the value (3.2) ia used. Then (3.5) takes the form»

(3.6) turns into

All above*mentioned physical conclusions for these quantities re-
main unchanged (as for (3.5) and (3.6)).

Let us calculate the difference in energies of the phases,
starting from Bq.(2.12)? with allowance for Bq.(2.13) we easily
obtain the expression

(3.7)

which, Ъу means of Eq.(3.1),ia reduoed to

K(6\
r
>- U.(o,f.)

s
-a

ht
Up-. (3.8)

Sqs.(3.7) and (3.8) it ia clear that nontrivial solution (re-
mind that here T ~0 ) with №*

ш£фО ia always more energetically
advantageous 1'han the trivial one. The oxtromai point with ^"^^1-0
is nonetable beoauao in it Ъ\){*\$)/^„(р < О at all admis-
sible values of the parameters*

:'>o, the eppeDranoe of the phaae with broken oymmetry inde-
of thf> value of r>. oan be roally regarded as peculiarity
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of 2D metal Fermi-eystema with attraction. 2Len both, the very

equation* end their solutions do not require formally (within

the given formalism) to use the notion of two-paruicla bound sta-

te w
b
ose energy can Ъо described by the formula (3.2). However,

for 2D metal there is the intereatr'.ng гапз<? of the parair.eter3

where this state does t>not only exist but determines tho proper-

ties of the condensed phase of aiany-particle system. I'evertheless,

the very expression (3.2) is insufficient io зреак about the exis-

tence of the real coupling since in (3.2) there is no insginery

part which should necessarily get appeared testifying to possible

pair decay into free ferraions especially when the first опез start

to overlap with, density growth. This problem will be discussed in

the next section.

4. PAIRING IN 2D F.i;ffiI-SYST3M

A most direct way to obtain the eigen-energy and eigen-func-

tion of the bound state is to use 3ethe-Salp->ther equation. Fol-

lowing standard raethods [>27] the corresponding equation in the

lowest approximation in constant О haa tha »'orm

< 4 1 )

where к*(ь>,к)
 f
 % г [B

 1
'K) are relative and total enor^ies and

momenta of two fermions; G-(£) are one-particle Green functions

(see (2.'•!)); W(kt X) is the Pourier-transfora of the twc-j/cir-

tiole wave function; r<f л are spinor indices giving corapruenta

of Nambu spinor. Then

Ц (k.x)
t

(4.2)

where /#> is the function of the bound state with total ener«;y-

momeHtum "K , and 40 \ is the wave function of the true (inclu-

ding the rearranced) vacuum. The graphic fi.rm of Eq.(^.i) is:

t- 4
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tii'j kernel Kj. j л (b , 1 » ̂ ) of a homogeneous equation in the

approximation used being independent of variablea

Let us now go over to so-called amputated wave function

Its utilization in (4.3) tranaforms (4.1) to:

- f;J -

(4.5)

~

Aa it follovra flora (4.5) the function (4.4) ie к -independent what

makes it possible to carry out here the explicit integration over

tne energy variable 0 taking into account: Eq.(2.11) for Green

function.

uince the function /(aec (4.2)) and, hence, jc depend on

apinor indices and are» "the matrices of 2x2 dimensionality, their

moot, general representation can Ъе written aa expansion in Pauli

matrices. In particular, for amputated function one can obtain:

/ --УЛ *
where /. иге acular functicna. Substituting (4.6) into (4.,^),

multiplying nuooeaaively by natricGO ]
 >
 T . and taking the

trace we got a hopo/jeneouu sy.item of equations for thfi then» func-

tion л;
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(4.7)

(4-8)

]£•

(4.Ю)

The following notations were used in b'qs.(4.7)-(4.10)

Below we restrict ourselves to examining the case X - 0 .

4.1. Hormal vacuum. Let the charge symmetry breaking, be ab-

sent, in other worda, 9**9 * О . One can ehow that at some

critical density of particles (or critical energy e
f
 ) there ari-

aes Cooper instability (then 6ee (2.14)) there is only the possi-

bility p * (
f
 ). Analysis of Bqe,(4.7)r(4.1O) reveals that if

ф *0 the funotioDe /
e
 , /_ and /

%
 have only trivial solu-

tion, whereas*Eq.(4.9) gives the equation for deteinination of the
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bound state егег^у:

so that, an it follows fron Sq3.(4.2) ana (4.4), the wave function

and tile nont"ivial solut;on should be expected just for the lat-

ter. By integration it is easy to reduce (4.11) to the following

form; ^*.

where Fermi-distribution C-function [т = О) arises automatically

but is not introduced artificially [34-]. The factor \- 2B (i
f
 -$*/

2
*>)

takes then into account the Pauli principle: fermiona from the

states occupied iK the momentum spaoe cannot get paired, moreover,

such states give negative (aee (4.12)) contribution to the tin-

ding energy. This, even for two-dimension,results in the appea-

rance of a critioal value for the coupling constant g (or for

£f ) at £ft0 arid the true bound etate is possible v/hen ?>••>,

(or . (f <f p ) only»

Having ta!:en tho integral (4.12) one can get the equation

Г" г'
whose solution is rather simple:

(4.13)

f f r

(4.14)

It is readily seen from (4.14) that the roots of Eq.(4.13) are

real till

If, on thb contrary, £.f > £* both roota (4.14) have the same

real part but there arises an imaginary addition indicative, aooor-

ding to [33j э o* Cooper instability and cvacuum rearrangement. It

must Ъе erj.phe»iaod that in contrast to the analogous 3D problem
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tho real part here equals zero only at half-occupied zone

/f a W /2. ). It ia interesting that between tiie root a of (4.14)

and the g&P value (3.1) the following relation may be traced

4.2. Rearranged vncumn. Let us choose the phase of ФфО

so that Ф* - Ф = & and carry out integration in Eqe.(4.7)-(4.1O)

over the variable v .It then turns out that • = О automati-

cally, and the remaining equations take the form:

V. J;C4.15)

2T

тнйеге the notations were introduced: t ~у/иг +&г and Usj
Note that symmetry of these equations re lat ive to substitution
jt+-*Jf. £*-£ ref lects an electroa-hole symmetry of the i n i t i a l
Lagrangian.

For our further treatment of Eqs.(4.15)-(4.17) i t ia conve-
nient to go over to the functions * - (/ ± У )/Z a n <* t o i n ~
troduoe the notation:

r
what makes it possible to write

/% s I [u(2A/4 - i A ) - 2 * 7 , ] ; U. 19}

Л - I l« A/, -**/,-*«•/. J; ( 4 ' 2 0 >
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Firat of a l l eLuoidsto tho existence of the .'.solution with, ( fs f l

which cori-eaponda tc a Golds tone pui.-i.Icle (with X - О in the

dispersion low f - /X/ ) arid has io exist in virtue of JJogalyu-

bov-Goldutone theorem on spontaneous broakinj of the continuous

(charge) aynuaelry. At £ -O ;;q.(<.20) for / v ia "chiped off"

from Eqa. (4.S) for /f , and (4.2i) for ^ and takoo the form

according to '.;lilch it ia (.Tear tijat if /x r-Д , the equation

(4.22) coincides with that £or A (2-13) and, thua, ia aatiafied.

Hence, for x' v/o have a ncntvivial solution deteiiiiininc the

wave fwjotioH of a Goldatono particle (then / - /s = О ).

Jlaving determined the exi;itenco of Ooldatone mode one can

analiae the other poaoiblc bound ferraion states above the nontri-

vial vacuum. After integration of the syateui (4.15)-(<1.17) there

arise threo oliaractoristic intc^rela (cp. (4.10))

that adriuc to rev/rite this ay3tem aa an algebraic ayotem of three

linear homogeneous equation:?:

'/**»; (4.23)

Equating the determinant of tho syatem (4.23) to zero it is еазу

to get the equation for the eigenvalues

Deriving the latter there was used the relation i*2l
x
 = - (^й

г
-г

г
)1, /Z.

The solution £ = 0 has been obtained above; the other solutiona

with real £ oan exist, as it ia seen from Eq.(4.24), if

I 5 4 д only. At tha same time the existence of the integrals

I, and i
2
 requires restriction (see (4.10)) on f. :

\/( t 2 //"
 Z
* A

z
 if /w < О . Aa a result the energy range

л*, (4.25)
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settle3 the region whox'e stable bound atate way exiot.

Ultimately, calculating the integrals J, and J A (Appen-

dix C) one can find froia (4.24) -that binding pair energy equals

(see also [,5j):

•and there are no other solutions of the equation (4.24). Tha dif-

ference between (4-26) ond (3.2) inplies then that if tho first

one ±3 2D bound state energy in the presence of a collective of

the other particles, the aecond one responds to the bound 3tato cr

of an isolated fermionic pair.

Remind that at f* <O the value /**•<£* givea tlie energy for

a single-particle excitation end, thus, it) the sivon approxima-

tion the energy (4.26) is its (excitation) doubled energy. It

Bhould be noted improving accuracy of our treatment will 'produce»

energy <£. decreasing in accordance with. Eq. (4 25). On the other

hand the solution obtained corresponds completely to that found

for compound scalar partiole in A-'O relativist!с i'ansbu-Jona-Loainio

model [35] where there is the семе relation between tha bound

boson mass M and the dynamic mass m- of fermions: Д? -Zvn.

Note also that energy £^ (4.26) cannot exceed the doubled va-

lue £ given by (3.2) in whet one can easily get convinced ia

substituting Sq.(3.4) into (4.26).

For /4>D the integrals / and Z, arc deteninaad in

the region £ <*/& , however for this onse, ao it follows from

Eq.(4.24) its solutions with real £ are absent.

5. CALCULATION OF lJTOOMOGENKOUS ТЕ1ШЗ OP JBPi'lSCTIVa

LAGRAIfGIAN WITH DERIVATIVES

The terras Т^
ы
 (ф'*

>
 <p) v/ith derivatives in expansion (2.и)

contain the important physical information. They are especially

necessary with regard to boundaries, contaots (o.^., IS, S3, SII3,

etc.), the presence of the external magnetic field when the ordor

parameter becomoo the funotion of space (and time) coordinates.

We ohall assume, ав before, tha inhonoseneitieo to bo oniall ha-

ving restricted oursolvea only to the terms with t!io lovvoat dez
v
i-

vai,ives. For oimplicity wo shall alao consider tho etationax-y ca-

ae and calculate the tomi"? with the aooonJ-order darivativea

what такая it poasiblo to dgtennine the oohoronoo Ton,;th f aad
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ponoxration depth A
B
 of the magnetic field in 2D superconduc-

tor.

With these rectriction.i, taking into account the invarianee

(>(<p''
)
Q
>
) with, respect to'phase transformations

(am above, 0 io real) one can write a general form for the kine

tic term

1
 * i

where there are no items with a total derivative since the t>ounda-

г-у effects его regarded US unessential, and the coefficients

7 (' 1Ф1*) ere a3su»ed to be unknown quantity. It follows from

Mq.(5.1) that in tho second approximation in derivatives the va-

riations la both the direction (phase) of the field Ф and its

modulus are taken into account.

7o calculate the coefficients T
f
 (If!

2
) we follow the

paper |36J according to which one can determine the variation

derivatives

tf = com t

(5.2)

( c(?-) ia Dirac S-function). Multiplying both equations (5.2)

Tby T and integrating over <&t one can obtain

(5.3)

v/hat makes it possible to determine the required coefficients.

Indeed, let us define the ooi-relation functions
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it is then readily зеап from Eqa.(5.3) and (5.4) that \

are determined through the derivatives of the correlators K-.

in components of the vaotor' ч at f ' С ;

t f o

being, apparently, sufficient to know К
п
({) aad K

tx
f{J only.

ThU3, the problem has,actually, bean reduced to calculating the

correlators.

Cn the other hand, the effective action for the case of the

time-independent fields can oe written (see (2.6) and Appendix

B)

(5.6)

«rtiere the operation t% refers to Paul! matrices. Comparing

(5.4) and (5.6) and using definition (2.7) after the Fourier-

transformation we obtain :

(5.7)

6(W ' " " "
\
H

where Q (<J, k) ie Green function defined by Eq. (2.11). Calcula-

ting in (£.7) the traces, it ie easy to find the final expressions
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i'ty.? the correlators

(5.8)

•where we used tha notation 2
x
(k)s('.-

x
/zm -f)*{9/\ Integrals in

ui in u.8) are, as a result, simply taken by residue theory the

uxpres3ions

+
 —ЧюпЦГ J '

(5.9)

are directly integrated in f . Performing, for instance, the

necessary differentiation of the function К (f ) at ?• О

and integrating in £ , one can get that (see (5.9) and (5.5))

(5.Ю)

Having calculated this integral by parts we reduce (5.10) to the

form

7"
j Г(им

where both integrals are tabled [37/:

l
u
 !̂ _ - ^ j-

(5.11)
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TJiua, the desired coefficient T (1ЯЧ

1
-) has the final form:

Differentiating in analogous way £ f^J, integrating further
in к and makins use of (5.11) one can obtain that

1)
« W-p

it »--^

The expressions (5.12) and (5.13) together with (2.12) complete

our calculation of all terras of the effective action (2.8) of 2D

metal with attraction between fermions. Knowing Г (№I
2
J and 7

one can find the values for different оЪзегтаЫез but for practi-

cal purposes it suffices to restrict ourselves to considering

the obtained coefficients at the point If! г д of the effective

potential minimum. Besides that, in-i-ead of (5.12) it ia conve-

nient to introduce combination Т.([Ф1
г
) = T (i<Pt

l
) + 2&

г
 T (1<?1*)

that determines the change in 191 only and arises as coeffi-

cient at (Ч1Ф1)
Ь
 .

Analysis of Eqs.(5.12) and (5.13) reveals that both these

functions at /9/=Д are negative up to the point (
f
 » W/Z

whore they change their sign, what reflects the necessity to go

over to the hole picture for the -rejion £p > W / 2 . On the
contrary, in the region £_£ W/2 negativeness of these functions
means stability of the homogeneous ground state of the model con-
cerned.

One oan succeed in simplifying Eqa.(5.2), (5.13) if takes
into account that, as a rule, £p« W (in HTSC metal-oxides
ff ~ 0.1 W ); then, with allowance for (3.2) and (3*4) one oan
rewrite 7, (ьг

) and J (&
г
) ша*)'

*lt is expedient to note that the choice of the value - g or<*. -
as the fitting one is determined juat by the convenience. The
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where for completeness we restored the Planck constant.

The explicit form of 7, (й
г
) and also the value a.

*o4* D®\
 t t

ellow one to calculate j and

Since (aee (2.12)) *'
=Л

wWJg-lw^f 1? ^ .
then, according to general theory of the fluctuation phenomena

[38] one can get that

Shis formula saovvs the dependence of ? on f
 f
 for >т- ). Horeover

if one takes into account the fermionic pair eiae (radius)

5 ~ К (m\t
t
\) [

2
] it becoraee clear that in the region of

small energies f
f
,, as compared to / * { / , , the inequality f « |

is valid, and },Ъ.\ when <?
f
 <: l/,| . In other words, at small

densities one can do spsak about separated (coupled) pairs with

comparatively large distance between them. Besides that, the mea-

ning of small parameter n/m- for "exotic" superconductors ["18?

Ъеоокез clear; at least for 2D superconducting metals one can

speak about smallness of thi3 parameter equal, actually, to *
е
/
п

аз compared v/ith. 1£{|/зГ.

Calculations of the value A. requires to introduce the

external maffnotio field E>̂  aod also the lengthening of the

derivatives j,q-. ty-ZiezA ( e is electron charge, С -

litiht velocity, A - voctor potential). Adding then to the ef-

fective action (2.8) the term

v/iiore 2 л.» the number of layc-rg in the cell talcing tnto ac-

'" .':<:K;c:id oi' them, i s pvobftbly, not so spec i f ic for thii? 2D 3yatems
'.ml s-.til'fiu it ;>o3aihlo to v/rifce the ахргвпзхопп tor memy obcer-
Vi'-.1)lc.i i." the гдс.'е obviouc о.пй physical ly transparent fums.
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count a 3D character the external field ie given for 2D systems,

one gets by a direct calculation

i . f 1 (3.17)

and, hence, Ginzburg-Landau parameter (see (5.16),(5.17))

(5.18)
3

=
 1 " ti J

Substituting here the explicit expressions (3.4), (5.14) and

(5.15) tor й, Т
л
(£>г

) and a. it is easy to find that (5.18) ta-

kes a simple enough form

a ifr I (5.19)

from which the explicit dependence of this parameter versua the

ratio between £f and \l,\ follows itamediately. So, for

2~(10 -10 ) cm™ (as it occurs in real oxides) the formula

(5.19) in the large interval of values i- gives эе~10*

Shis means that 2D metals with lov/ £ f turn v«ut to belong

(with excess) to II nd-kind superconductors. However, it follows

from the same formula that \rtth increasing £f the parameter

3e gets decreased and in the limit £e » )£f) it ie possible

to ottain the values X£ i and to change the kind of supercon-

ductor.

Estimate, finally, the value of the second critical field

b c t . Indeed, equating the energy gain (see (3.8)) of the

phase with д фО and the field energy one can get that

J
Por the same parameter values we have e

ct
-(<O

f
-to*}fle-̂ P-<î Twhat al-

so corresponds to the critical field valuee characteristic for

the metal-oxides [39].

6. FINITE TEMPERATURES

In the case of finite temperatures one should use Uataubara

Green functions (see, e.g., [27J), Thus difference, as compared

to the case T « 0 considered above, is reduced formally to the

following» the energy variables w associated m:U fermion



diagram linoa ax a tubatituted for

to ••» i u
n
 - i (In. 11)? lc

&
T (6.1)

( tt ia integer, k^ Boltssman constant ia set below to ba equal

to 1 ), and tho relevant integrals in OJ for the sums

(6.2)

the boson frequencies be.'.ng then subuiitufced otherwise, namely:

(6.3)
) 2 T

Green functions bt 7' Ф 0 follow from tin! corresponding Green

functions at T-0 by 3ubatitutiou of (6.1J, i.e. (f (u>
t
 к ) -*

-• <J (<<*>^>^)-
 r
'°*

a
 «lso tliat tUo difference in rules uaod to sub-

stitute intê 'A-ation i'or summation .for fennions (6.1) and Ьоэопз

(6.3) is caused by the difference in the ;ietоnn.ination of chrono-

logic product of the operators.

The bumruation (6-2) over frequencies (6.1) ia oavried out

by means cf Poiason formula

' 2и Т

which, admits to change the sum in n

the complex plane <-) . The contour

Ъу the integral in to

С
in

V.JJ
surrounds then t

li
e poles on imaginary axis that originate from

denominator «yp(cj/T) +4, but inside this contour the function

F (u) has no peculiarities.

For bosons the Poisaon formula (6.4) hem a different form

X
r (6.5)

where .\ in r'-itermined by (6.3). The integrals (6.4) mid (6.5)

are calculated trivially by meana of cauc!i.i theorem on residues.
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Purther calculation implies that contours get extended onfco

infinity, the contributions from peaul ieritios Ы Г((•>), when the

contour С peases through the (jivev peculiarity, geb then ari-

sen. ?he remaining integral in Infinite '..irala v!\niehes in most

of the oasss interesting frow physical view-point due to smal-

lnesa of £ (w) on correapon<U>ig contour.

Let us nov; turn to ths 'jquiition for the gap at T$O which

at T=0 could be represented as

which follows from the effective potential (2.Э) by equating

the derivative TXXf»*^ /?<? = О and calculating the trace

at <P*= 9 - О .
According to above mentioned,"q. (6.6) at "40 take3

(after cancellation on & } the Гогш

The latter, after making use of (6,4), looks aa

(6.7)

Since the function ±s here written as

- 1

we deform the contour С in u> ea follows:

\
 W

~{^~==> E, E

the oonfcrl.bub.lon coming from fcbc pnrt of oonfcoitr, fliatftnt in f in i -

t«ly» e<iua).e Я9го, and thorn ro'notn only the contrJ.liiitJ.ong from

the polea of thq fiiMot.it.vi f {'#) a t Ibo point» ± [ •' . t d i r e c t
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oaloulation of these contributions in (6.7) Ъу the residue theo-

ry» gives

•where (see (6.4)) nFtca) ia the Fermi-distribution function
introduced above. The difference np (Eg)- nf (-E£) = - tft(Ej/2TJ
and aa a resu l t , for (6.8) one can obtain

Integrating the las t expression in angles and going over, aa
above, to the integration variable U.E | I 1 /2M -p i t i s possible
to transform the equation (6.9) to

bk &^ - ±L , (6.10)

where already йгй(Т) and рзр(Т) . Analogous tranaformationa

of the aquation which determine the chemical potential allow one

to write thia equation аз

' Г ,
It is evident that at 7 - 0 the function tkJul+blllT-lr and
Eqe,(6,10), (6.11) are reduced to the equations (2.13) and (2.14)
obtained abov -

Using the equation (2.13) rewrite Eq.(6.10) in the form

where £>„= b(O),p, = p(0).In obtaining Eq.(6.12) the formula
ill* s < '%/(txf%\ * l) v;Qa U3Qd Qnti *he contribution from unity
was calculated in the explicit form.

The equation (6.11) is integrated exactly
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2T

In whet follows wo restrict ourselves to the case V/-*••
 f o r

which the eysteme (6.12). (6.13) take the form (cp. (3.3))
s

(6.14)

"*
e
f (6.15)

Note that formally the integral I (д/Т, p tf) coincides with that

given in [38] , though with the difference implying that the lo-

wer limit is here substituted for -f /J .
 T h
is reflects a diffe-

rent behaviour of 2D Fermi-systems with attraction in regions

with positive and negative signs of the chemical potential what

has already been noted in papers [2,3,5,28,34?.

The intecral J ( A / T , ^ / T ; written ea

-Г/Т ( f f/?^ d ^
i s easily oaloulated using the saddle-point technique (see Ref.
[40] and Appendix D), and the difference in the behaviour of in-
tegral I ( U / T , p/T) at /i<0 and /ч>0 consists in that at
i C f ̂ / A * ^ т а 1 П ° O n t r i b u t i o n i n " i s S^en by the boundary po-
int 1Г1/Д 0 , the inteeral, and at уч> о i t s saddle point ia
inside the interval,

Per «nail Г- О one can neglect the exponent ia (6.-|6) Ш 1 й

I(A/Ttp{Tj takes the form (D.1) where j(u) =(ux * / / V 1

s r u ; > . ^ t f ^ / t ^ А в д / Г . Then from (D.2) (in the case

0 .
If, on the contrary, /«<0 l t i e necessary to make use ot (D 3)
and, as л result, here '
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Comparison of (6.17) ahd (6,10) rcvealo a charaotariatic

in the exponent power: instead of а
л
 thoro arises /

what io associated, aa was mentioned Qbovo, with the /act that

the energy yap (which lit dotcrmimid by the minimum of the quasi-

purtiole omrgy Е?-//} -p) +A
% ц а i l i 0

 function of It ) at ы
щ
<0

equals, namely, / « * • д*' wherona at A*,~>0 it equalu A
e
 .

The character of tha upproauh &{T/ and f* ft) t° Л
#

and JW
(
 can bo obtained fro:u liqa. ;6.1<J)i (6.15). Introducing

the amull coiTootione u(T):fi
t
 +i& and Ai (T) Вfi

t
 +ty oubeti-

tutin^ those oxpruaaionu into tliu equations and cr.pandin^ them

rijjht up to tho tirat order ono can then find that

for the region f>
0
<0 (or Jfif+tf, * £f + >*(\/2 ).

l'Tom (6.1^) and (G.L'O) it ij aueii that 11ш approach of tho

functions &(T) and plf) to Choir initial values Д. and уч.

at h< О is essentially ыого ui.iooth than at л
#
 > О > what

agrees qualitatively with expo ri MO ills: I obaorvatioua (uoo [)!>)>

and also review [411) according to v.iilch tho ^ap in UTiiC compo-

unds varying too slowly as if "atai.ij" in it a dependence on T •

The model under consideration prud.ota actually auch a behaviour

for the саяе ot small enough uai'i-icr oo.^o.-itrationa, and more

exactly - till £f < \l%\ /?• • i'Otc- ul.ao tho v/oal: dependence of

A (op. (6.19} and {{>.20)У an carr., ,_r сои с о at ration in the same

region p
t
<0 unlike tha region p. > О (r.jnind (see (3.3))

that at f*.<0 the Pei-:il-enerjy i
f
 ti.;oLi,;'u t!;o sap Л

#
 enters

in the exponent power of L'q. (6.1 у) ).
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Let us now со over to the determination of tlio oritical tem-

perature T^ . Jtore, hoviever, one should distinguish and intro-

duoe two au'ih temperaturoa, where Д and f* vanish» 4 (T
t(t
)-G

and f*(T
tr
) г 0 ^

t h e
 second one, beiny meaningful if J

CA
 < T

tft

only). Consider firstly the situation when Т
<л
 < T

e/U
 • Then,

asouiaing &(7
r
.J r 0 Af - M(T ) <O rewrite the equation

'(6.14) aa . ' J '- Г <*'

hence i t follows t h a t I p, I < {£f\/H . How the i n t e g r a l in

the r . h . s . of Eq. (6 .21) con be transforinod aa follows

(6.22)

after what the formula \j']

can be used directly. Calculating then thn limit £ -»+0 ''ne can

reduce (6.22) to the form

s O.S77 is the Kuler conatant).

Anelo/jous tranaformation for /4 >O (and, thua, ум>С7 at)

all T sinoe the chomical potential is the inorcasine function

ot T ) also leada to the equation (6.25) whlob. proves to be va-

lid at all T .

Prom Bq.(C.1
f
j) one can find that
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Conaidaration in conference of Eqa.(6.23) and (6.24) is valid
for the valuea £f v Мц\(1 and also £f < \t(l/Z but under the
condition the inequality £f С \ л &.£ is satiafied (dp/Tttk = t*Z
ia the root of the equation Д = 0 ).

I t follows from '6.24) in the region * > / Ъ л » * that ft~£F,
and the equation (6.23) gives

T r (6.25)

(i.e. 26,/TC. - 2n/tf what is coincident with canonical BOS
value). Since the condition £f » \if\ is equivalent to £f » TtM
the value \

й
 (6.25), as it should be expected, is identical

to the standard one \ In BCS theory [33.38J. It ia easy to

show that the approach to 7
С Л
 is also given by the known depen-

dence (т
сл
-т)">:

If, on the contrary, f
t
<0 > the analysis of Sqs.(6.23) and

(6.24) reveals the solution for 7
t
 is valid in the region

and is determined from traaaoantdental equation

Turning now to the case \ < Т
сл
 we note the following

interesting peculiarity. At the point T*T
t/m
 the gap & (T

t
 )

but at 7 > Tĉ , the trivial solution £ = 0 may be energetical-
ly more advantageous (here (л > О )• This means, in its turn,

that at this point the gap as a function of T experiences

jump. The critical temperature may then be calculated by (6.24)

assuming &(Т
с/
, + 0) -!*(Т

С/я
+0) -0\ in this oase

r £r
V * ЛТД "

Sinoe 7 L < 7 ^ is meaningful only at C
F
<lf

t
l/Z it ia

quite probable that at low oonoentrationa the situation testify-

ing to the I-st kind, phase transition at T- T
Cf
. is realized.

Physically such a transition is associated with real pairs brea-

king and, in principle, the gap behaviour (see [41?) in HTSC com-

pounds jould i jspond juet to the scenario of euperconduotion

transition what requires, however, additional research.
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COiKILUuIOH

JO,the approach suggested makes it possible to develop а

consecutive theory of electron apectrum in TD metals with attrac-

tion between the carriers and to calculate the effective potenti-

al of auoh ayateniH valid at any carrier concentrations (empha-

size that for П'ГоОз the carriers appearing due to doping are only

meant). The oquationa obtained testify unambiguously to the 21)

electron &aa with attraction, independent of n- at T< T
t
 ,

to form the phase with broken symmetry wh03e properties are, ho-

wever, n.-dependent. In the region of small »v till д» < О ,

the properties o£ the initial Fermi-systeia can Ъе reduced to

those o/ weakly nonidoal Возе-уаз whoae particles - boaons -

aro singlet ferwionic paira with repuloion between tho pairs. Su-

perconductivity in thia system of real bound statos of Perrai-

partioles is relatively weakly dependent on T . v/ith increasing

n. , when д» becomes positive and approaches г
F
 , the Fer-

mi-t;aa proportiea are not already described by local pairs (pair

size is of tho order or larger than tho mean distance ( - rt**'** )

botween feralonu) and the picture of Cooper paira proves to be

nore adequate, the description is cloau to BC£J thoery. In both

сааоэ the T .increasing approaohos the ayatem to the one that

can also be described by BC3 theory although thoro ia poa3ibility

(in the region of araall enough гь ) for the difference. Any

theories and approaches using the representation on stable looal

fertaionic pairs (e.y. bipolarons [22]) independent of oarrior

concentration (i.e. the same fermiona) should be reconsidered in

this sense.

It ia shovni that although the carrier concentration increa-

sing results in vanishing of real bound pairs in the system,

nevertheless, the isolated pair bound state energy is just the

critical dimension parameter which discriminates between the exo-

tic and normal superconductivity regions. Verification of the

behaviours of IITSC systems with extremely small n. when A. <\£.\/2.

is not only the interesting experimental problem but it is prin-

cipal for the evolution of the theory. The possibility tor super-

conducting phase transition of I-3t kind to exist which was noted

above, also needs more profound analysis.

We are indebted to Profs.Yu.B.Gaididey, A.S.Davydov and
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r.A.Pashitsky for c r i t i c a l discussion of the r e s u l t s obtained

and valuable remarks.

ЛРРЕ1ГО1Х A.

Let there be Fermi-field aatiafying the commutation r e l a t i o n s

\Y,w,r,.Mi. « №*>.<W)r'O. (A*1)

7hen N-dimensional Graasman algebra ia given by A/ forming

a a £> , which s a t i s f y t h e l e l a t i o n s

Any element of the algebra сип Ъе written as a finite series

(A.3)r Pe

 + P. Pi • F • . 6>; £>; + ... P, ; , B: S>- ,..

where each summation index rurja fro;;i 1 to /V , and pa, p

etc. are real (or complex) numoura. This expansion gets broken

in virtue of the condition (A.2).

Let us consider the integration in such an algebra. To this

end we study & simplest caae of Cirassciannian ai^obx-a with a va-

riable { Br 0)+ -0 or ег
-0 . Then, in accord with (A.3)

bet us define the integration ao that it had. some general pro-

perties inherent to an ordinary integral. But, first, it should

be noted: the integration determined on Grassman algebra is a

formal operation and just in this point differs from the usual

integration given in a constructive way as Pirichle sum limit

Л N

However, aa it was firpt shown by Boreain [42J just this ope

ration gives a correct answer for the functional integral in Fer-

mi-fields. Thus, it has been proved the functional integration

methou is applicable also for Fermi-fields what makes it possible

to interprete uniquely both tho Bose- end 1'eiwi-fields (remind

that initially the functional Peynraan integral v/as determined fox*
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Bose-fielda only).

Require the integral to be integrated with, shift of the va-

riable, i.e.

U
'

3 )[яfie) * IJe?(»'•%.),
where &a. is arbitrary Graasman number, so that (see (Л.4))

Thus, aubatitutlon of this expansion into (A.5) Gives the condi-

tion fj6Q
A
p = 0 , or

' /* -o.
 tt

'
w

ainoe B
a
 ia independent of the nuraber 6 and anticommutea

with it. The remaining integral ia normalized by

=i;
 ( Л Л )

then from (A.4)»(A.6) and (A.7) we find that
(A.B)

p
The calculation of integrals such a?

where Д is antisyrametrio matrix, and (9
t
A9) - Z- &/.&;}

 G
>

seems to be most important for practical purposes. In a simplest

case /Y»2.

A ~ \ 1
-A,» 0 /•

Then

Generalization onto the case of the H-tli order matrices ia trivial

o, «ff 4 ^ H ^ V -- С'-'л;*
The oquality (A.10) obtained diffei'3 wuoh from the analogous
Oauas integral obtained from the ueual varioblee

Returning to tVie intogval (2.4) we note that it differo i'rom
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(Л.10);

= С 17л Y).
where Y U ) and \*(x) are the generators of Groaamannian al-

gebra. However, it ia readily aeon that for 2II-dimonaional Graae-

man algebra v.-ith. generators О,,.* 0„
г
О* , ... в£ (regarded as

independent onea) the Gauss integral

what easily follows from the case Ы-2. . Zo

J =
and in our сазе fi is given by 6"

1
 (2.7).

The functional integral with. Parmi-fields is tae determinant

of the differential operator G'
1
 what ia the generalization of

usual dotorminanta onto infinite-dimensional matrices. To find

the desired determinant we use the relation

(A. 14)

v/here A is the Hermitian matrix of dimensionality

The formula (Л.14) i3 uaeful because representing

through ixf, (it.IK 6"
1
) according to iSq. (2.3) one gets that

Ti I*. <i~
1
 g i

v e a
 <>

ne o f
 the terms for Ginzburg-Landau potential.

To prove (Л.14) vre aesume the matrix fy similar to б-'
1
 to

be Ilerraltianj it ia then diagonalized by the unitary transforms-

tion U,*AU~Aj i v/hero /Ĵ  is the diagonal matrix. Further,

it is clear that J
e
tA-

On the other hand,

<xp ( h ^ A ) * *xf> (ti U U*Ai U ) - <Z/> [h(fi

[ft^*v IL+U *&.Aj) ] - txp [U (&.I * е^А
4
 )] = ex?

?ho natural logarithm from the diagonal matrix ie the diagonal

matrix whose elements aro natural logarithms of the corresponding

elemanta of the matrix Aj »
 o r
 the logarithma of ito eigenvalu-

os. Thus, the exponent from tha зип of natural locaritlir.ia in none

other than tho product of eigen-valuoa of tho matr'ix what pro-

v«2B the toroula (A. 15).
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According t o the dc-J°ir

ix U\ Q - \ JtJ'i ix £* I LK 6-' I x >

whore £? i.'j an ordinary tr-чС'З for the ;antr:.x 2x2, and | a >
т

Qi'e the wave functio.'ij of tlie fields in ti'W real арасв-time. In-
troduoing the vectors |w, k> аа th-э eic^n-aolutiona of equations

we t гапя f orm (Jf, P.) as

- [Л/У (,Г«ЛГ ( ^ ^ - f

i/t.
where the obvioua equality tx \ LJ/* > -(1ITJ ixffitji-ikijvibii used.

Cinne aooordirii; to tho aiiaui/iption Ф ia t - and V - inde

pendent, then

and, consequently, i^ can ba eubetituted in (B.2) by the opera-
tion (M. multiplied by /W# к > . Ae e result

(B«3)

and, time,

( %

Integrating the last expreeeion we come to the equation (2.9).

APPEHDIX С

Write the explioit expressions for the integrals /
4
 and I

t

in tenua of elementary function*) so w* have (£г
?4й

%
)
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(0.1)

+/T
1
-'*!*

-
r
u\ -

(C2)

X, ~

Subatituticg (C.1) and (C.2) into Eq.(4.24) oue reduces it to

The last expression can Ъе simplified having written it as follows

lW-f)\l\

JjJ

henoe, there direotly follows (4-26).

APPBHDIX D

The saddle-point technique ia uaed,as known (40^, with ne-

cessity to calculate the integrals ot the form
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where S(u) ia the real function, X is large positive para-

meter,and f(u) can take complex values, then the interval [$,tj

oan be both finite and infinite.

Let тех Sdi) be attained at the internal point U. of the

interval [a,t] (i.e. 0 < u. < t ) and %'(U,)=O, $"(U,) <0.

Then (see § 1 of ohapter II [4o])

0..2)

If, on the contrary, U, coincides with one of the ends of seg-
ment [a,%] , e . g . , ц,-а a n d s V a J / 0 , i(o)*O t h e n

<D.3)
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Note added: After our paper was prepared Г or publication we recei-
•тесГТНёТгвprint by R.i?ressrd, B.dlasar and P.Wolfle (Inatitut
fiir Theorie der Kondensierten Materie, Univereitat Karlazuhe,
199^) in which the negative-U Hubbard model on square lat t ice wsa
oonsiiderad. By r-umerical calculations of aelf-oonaistent T-matrix
(but v.ltlt?out oheniical ootentual determination) tiro authors inves-
•sijjated the influ'-nca of the Permi aea on bound otato formation
and oonfi.rmed the annlytioiil results of section 4 ot our pnper»
'L'he;.- also OGTi.;luded th'et i-i the limit of large binding energy one
c-'.peut'i ooaxinUng о table Boss pairs and rligsooiated fermions
••vh.Pi. may lead .o a breo.>d^vra of Perrn'. liquid theory.'
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